Rising Star

This award recognizes an MPI member of two years or less. This member shows strong commitment and support of the meetings and events industry and has made outstanding contributions to the MPI Minnesota Chapter with their dedication, vision, enthusiasm and willingness to volunteer their time and efforts. This individual shows promise as a future leader of the chapter though commitment, energy, and ability to lead others.

Criteria
Self-nominations are required to be validated by one (1) letter of recommendation by an individual or organization (the author does not need to be a MPI member). The letter should address the nominee’s contributions and achievements.

Influence
• Describe nominee’s ability to collaborate with other peers, colleagues, or leaders.

Innovation
• Describe how nominee is an inspiration to colleagues.

Impact
• Describe how the nominee has impacted the MPI Minnesota Chapter and the community.

Eligibility
• Nominee must be a MPI member two years or less.
• Nominee must be an individual (not organization) member of MPI in good standing.
• Nominee may not be a member of the judging panel